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SOUTHPORT TOWN DEAL BOARD

MEETING HELD AT THE MICROSOFT TEAMS
ON WEDNESDAY 8TH JULY, 2020

PRESENT: Rob Fletcher (in the Chair)
Andrew Booth, Damien Moore, Marion Atkinson, 
Robert Agsterribe, Rob Anderson, Sophie Bevan, 
Michelle Brabner, James Brayshaw, 
Peter Hampson, David Head, Dwayne Johnson, 
Mark Lawler, Agnes Ng, Therese Patten, 
Susannah Porter and Norman Wallis

39. APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received from:

Mark Basnett 
Alex Hatchman
Greta Fenny
Ian Raikes
Graham Robson 

Please note that the meeting took place via Teams video calling

40. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were received.

41. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

No comments or corrections received and signed off as a true record. Any 
matters arising are covered in the agenda.

42. GOVERNANCE UPDATE 

The Chair took the opportunity to remind all Board members of the Terms 
of Reference all Board members agreed to when the Board was formed, 
including the Nolan Principles and issues around confidentiality. We are all 
here for the town and personal interests should be subjugated to the aim 
of achieving the £25m.

Stephen Watson (SW) reaffirmed this saying that the focus must remain 
on the Board  and is not about ‘the council’ or individual organisations or 
people. 

Referring to the comms approach, the chair stressed the importance to 
build on the initial enthusiasm and positive momentum which has come 
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through consultation, but also important to ensure that the public comms 
for the board is led by the board in order to keep it coherent.

The communications protocol was stressed to all that politicisation of their 
position on the Board and any public communications that individual Board 
members put out regarding the Board should be as the voice of the Board 
and not for their own gain or as a political opinion.

The Chair also covered meeting protocol including using the ‘raise hand’ 
function and to mute microphones when not speaking. 

NB: Some Board members did have trouble with this functionality during 
the meeting. This was not down to a setting imposed by the administrator 
but is believed to be down to different versions of the Microsoft Teams 
software which were in use. Comments made in the chat function, where 
relevant to agenda items have been included in these minutes.   

43. UPDATED GUIDANCE & TOWNS HUB 

Timeline for Cohort 1 (July 2020) and Cohort 2 (October 2020)

The Chair welcomed Kim Cooper (KC) from Arup, who are the lead 
delivery partner on the Towns Hub. KC introduced herself and advised that 
the Towns Hub role is to provide expertise and support the Board through 
the bid submission and that she was looking forward to working with the 
Board. 

SW gave an overview that the updated guidance was released and shared 
a couple of weeks ago, as part of the weekly updates now being issued, 
when there is information to share with the Board. 

The guidance states that we must declare to the Towns Hub by 15th July 
2020,  which cohort submission date the town are targeting. We have 
always worked towards a July submission date and lot of work has been 
put in to get us to a good position of readiness at this time. 

SW talked through the timeline and risks and benefits on a Cohort 1 (July 
31st) submission, with the main risks highlighted as there currently being: 
an insufficient level of project detail; and failing to meet the expectations 
set out in the consultation and engagement, if the bid is submitted only 10 
days after the consultation has closed. The engagement taking place is 
not tokenistic and we want to pay full diligence to the ideas being put 
forward by the public.  

SW put forward that Cohort 2 (31st October) gives 16 weeks lead in to the 
bid and there are some additional benefits to targeting this date including 
the opportunity to learn from the ‘new normal’ across retail, hospitality 
return to workplaces and the new academic year, all these sectors will be 
learning over the next few months, which will inform our Town Investment 
Plan (TIP). 
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Secondly, the quality of engaement has greater scope to do a second 
round of engagement and an opportunity to engage schools and young 
people. Board member Ian Raikes facilitated a meeting with all the 
secondary and primary school head teachers in Southport and it is 
proposed that on 11/09/20 we will hold a session with the school councils 
in order for them to be a greater part of the town deal. This would capture 
engagement from  Year 2 to Year 12 this will capture input and feedback 
into the bid from thousands of schoolchildren from across Southport. 
Also, opportunity to establish a Shadow Board with college students.

The Chair clarified that the task of the board today was to agree which 
cohort to submit in.

Comments from the Board:

Rob Fletcher: Agree, July is too quick to get it together and gather all the 
feedback which should be integrated into the TIP. The guidance makes it 
clear that the impacts of Covid-19 are an important part of the TIP, also 
the school’s engagement could be very powerful.
Agnes Ng: Agrees, October submission is more realistic.

Marion Atkinson (MA) asked for more detail on the additional costs and 
resource associated with an October submission. SW responded to advise 
that he would revert in detail on this, subject to feedback today. The 
resource requirements will be mapped out, taking into account the support 
available from KC and the subject experts from Arup

James Brayshaw: from experience ‘not quite ready’ can be close enough 
and can submit and learn on the go. If only 10 towns are expected to 
submit in July, then the government may have more latitude on 
submissions as part of good news story after the Covid-19 crisis. 
SW responded that he would not challenge this view, although he has 
received clear direction from Mick Allen (BEIS) and KC that there is no 
advantage in coming first. There is a range of options to get additional 
support for the town – which is a key point and we will not lose out through 
October submission 
JB further responded that he understands this view point too – but thinks 
that there will be an advantage, but happy to be guided by those in the 
know.

David Head noted that from earlier Board meetings it was thought that 
there would be an advantage from early submission, but if we cannot pull it 
together, and if it will be an advantage to get more learning and go later 
then that makes sense.

The Chair noted that it is clear in the guidance that there is no advantage 
in early submission, in addition the template for the TIP submission will 
only be received on the 10th July. We do get two opportunities to submit, 
but we would waste one of those opportunities if it is hurried in.  
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Clear direct from Mick Allen and KC, and the guidance, that there is no 
advantage in coming first. M Allen raised that many towns have raised this 
issue and that from conversations with ministers, they are clear there is no 
incentive to go early or disadvantage in going later. M Allen also noted that 
the guidance now states in exceptional circumstances towns can bid for 
over £25m and  this could be considered given more time. Furthermore, 
the accelerated funding of £1m, announced last week, means that projects 
can be brought forward this year.

Norman Wallis: would submit tomorrow. But as this is not practical, we 
should prepare as well as we possibly, so support October submission 

Michelle Brabner: Support a well-considered and prepared bid in October 
and hopefully get success first time around. Regarding the concept of 
engagement with the community, if we rush ahead this could cause 
negative damage with the community.

Chat expert: 
 Sophie Bevan: I'd support submission in cohort 2, to ensure we have full 

consultation benefits
 Susannah Porter: I support submission in cohort 2
 Dwayne Johnson: Support October deadline for all the sensible reasons 

Stephen sets out
 Rob Anderson: I support the October proposal given all the sensible 

advice
 Therese Patten: Happy with October too sounds a sensible option
 Robert Agsteribbe: my instinct would be for a July submission, having 

heard the very eloquent and well thought through discussion I am happy 
to support the October submission

 Peter Hampson: For me critical issue is managing the public consultation 
if we go for July.  October gives the opportunity to do that properly.

 Andrew Booth: October is to my mind the more sensible option to capture 
and develop on the feedback and to ensure that all our communities feel 
they have been at least listened to

Decision: Unanimous approval of a Cohort 2 submission (31st October 
2020).

Action: SW to respond to Arup/BEIS to confirm this decision and revert 
with a programme from now to the end of October for the Boards review.

44. CONSULTATION AND MASTERPLAN UPDATE 

Richard Laming (RL) from Turley presented an overview of the work since the 
last meeting on the public consultation.  

Consultation was launched through Sefton’s ‘Your Sefton Your Say’ site on 
Monday 29th and will run to Monday 20th July. It is broken down into 5 themes 
with a series of Big Ideas in these themes

There is a survey asking responders to prioritise  the top 3 for these and an open 
question for qualitative data on their ideas 
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As of Friday last week, there have been over 600 surveys completed online. 

The consultation is being promoted through different media including the local 
press (The Champion) and regional property and regeneration media outlets 
(Place Northwest). This is sparking interest not just locally, but also investors 
outside the town, so a good profile-raising exercise. 

RL also thanked Andrew Brown and the efforts put into the Stand up For 
Southport Facebook page which has received over 700 comments posted on the 
Town Deal pages. These are less structed responses than those in the 
consultation – but are being monitored as part of the consultation. RL noted that it 
is heartening and encouraging to see so much interest and engagement from 
local groups such as those in Ainsdale, those with an interest in the historic parks 
and gardens and the Southport Skate park making their views know. A new 
group called Save STCC is also developing some momentum. 

The challenge now is to sustain the momentum of the engagement going 
forward.

Summary of consultation feedback to date provided to Board – not to be 
published at this stage to avoid inadvertently influencing ongoing 
consultation process.
Next steps after 20th July will be to analyse the responses and group the 
responses against the themes to give the Board the priorities.
There will be other important issues raised by the consultation that will need to be 
dealt with outside of the Town Deal process

Comments from the board: 

 ML: The Board have now agreed to an October submission date so 
should the end date of the consultation be extended? RL advised that 
there are diminishing returns the longer the consultation goes on, But if 
we have extra time, we could close the online process, then thank and 
acknowledge the consultees who took part and keep the consultation 
email address open over the summer to keep the conversation going.

 RL noted that the aspect which has been missed due to Covid-19 
restrictions has been having something in the town such as a pop-up 
event  like  us taking over BHS or Beales and having an interactive event
SP noted in the chat: We have had permission from Wayfarer’s Arcade to 
use a unit there.  I'm sure they will allow us to use Beales (depending on 
when their lease officially ends?)
Keith Molloy added perhaps we could consider a temporary open access 
exhibition eg in Wayfarers where this could be attended/supported on 
certain days but allowed 'casual' viewing throughout. Evidence of this 
approach working well elsewhere 

 Damien Moore gave an update on the railway link to Preston, highlighting 
that there are other sources of funding available to complement the Town 
Deal to get maximum funding into the town. The initial submission has 
gone in and is progressing well. He added that there are 4 MP’s on the 
line, who are all on board with the proposal and there is a strong business 
case for it – it gives good value for money and is a project which will not 
require disruption to the rail line 
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 The Chair asked for an update on the – landlord engagement work taking 
place with the BID. SP responded to advise that the forum is live with 6 or 
7 positively engaged and starting to broker a conversation with the 
landlord at Pizza Express but early days.

 PH came back to the fact that issues being raised are long standing 
issues and it would be a missed opportunity not to assess these 
independently by the Board. RL suggested that the other ideas, which fall 
outside of the remit of the Town Deal fund  could be separated out into an 
appendix of the report which can be responded to.  need a response into 
groups 
SB noted in the chat: Would this next "physical" phase of the consultation 
seek to narrow down and focus on the key project opportunities, based on 
the priorities that the board have identified as well as the consultation 
responses? Rather than looking at all issues raised?

 Derek McKenzie noted that it is a valid point to respond to the other  
consultation responses and we need to show a transparent approach to 
addressing consultees 
SB noted in the chat there is a need to put aside some projects and 
explain why they cannot be progressed. AB, NW and SP agreed with this 
point. 
RL commented that by using a closed question format, it helps to ensure 
that there is not a ground swell behind an impossible idea 

Action: M Allen will follow up with follow up with BEIS colleagues covering 
Preston City Council, and Department for Transport regarding the rail link and 
report back to SW. 

45. KEY PROJECT UPDATES 

Southport Theatre and Convention Centre
SW introduced Mark Catherall (MC) to give an update on the work to date 
and  options for the STC, which is a key project and highlighted as an 
important asset for the town in the consultation 

MC went through his presentation noting the content as confidential due to 
commercial nature of the project.

The Chair thanked MC for a very interesting presentation adding that is 
good to see its aspiration to bring the lake into better use and anticipates 
that it will  generate a huge amount of interest with the public. 
SP noted that the impact of conferences on the business community and 
the rest of the town should not be under estimated
 
DJ added that this is a really exciting project and is incredibly ambitious 
and has the power to galvanise the town deal. There are two issues to 
consider 1. The big financial ask of the project and how partners can be 
brought in and 2. The appropriateness of adjacent residential. TBC how 
this fits into the Town Investment Plan. Route is to get the vision agreed 
first and then see STCC in the whole context.

AB noted that this project was a  good opportunity to get smaller 
community groups into that space and agrees that from experience there 
would be debate around residential on the marine lake.
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DJ commented that  here are lots of options in terms of bringing in 
business partners, and also with the LCR Combined Authority who are 
committed to supporting Southport and the STCC and the council has 
written to ministers for any financial support. Think there would be private 
sector interest in this. 

The Chair considered that now we have  agreed an if an October 
submission perhaps we will have greater clarity by then.
SW added that from the TIP we will progress the vison for STCC and there 
will be arrange of other projects and linking in with other funding 
opportunities – using the £25m to stimulate other investment.

PH noted it was a very impressive presentation and demonstrates that the 
business model for the town doesn’t function without off season and 
midweek stimulation  - which is what the conference centre brings. He 
stressed that the consequences of not doing this are not good and we 
must do this project. 

AN commented that this the project shows good design ideas 

JB agreed a good presentation & agreement on existing theatre condition. 

NW agreed this is definitely something we need in the town and 
connectivity is something to major on with government as need to get 
people here. 

M Allen highlighted again that there is no limit now on the £25m ask, so 
the Board could consider putting forward this sort of ambitious project.
NW commented that he would agree with this in order to be bold.

The Chair summed that it is clear the development is critical and will feed 
into everything else and that the ambition should not be limited.

ML noted that from his experience Baltic Creative cannot under evaluate 
the impact of conference facilities in Liverpool on the growth of the creative 
industries and would support a bigger ask on this Town Deal if it enabled it 
to be brought online 

NW added that the project links well with Pleasureland ambitions and 
making the town non seasonal along with the digital side. 

Comments from the chat: 
PH: I appreciate we not taking a vote but a refurbishment of a 1930 
building makes no sense to me. It has little or no architectural merit and its 
historic value to my mind is limited to a few deco windows and doors (in 
poor condition) and a leaky domed skylight. These could if necessary be 
given a small nod in any new build?
DH and AB agreed with is comment. SW added that this will feed into next 
steps and the Board will be kept updated. 
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MA thanked  the board for their unanimous support of this project and 
that’s she believes it is vital for the town. Next steps are for financial 
support, and stage 2 design work.

Digital and Creativity Hub 
James Brayshaw (JB) presented an overview of the meetings and 
conversations taken place since the last Board meeting with regards to  
the digital strategy. 

Comments from the Board: 
PH commented that he supports the presentation.
ML thanked those involved in the meeting a couple of weeks ago. He 
agrees with what was shared and drew attention to the issue of young 
people and the talent pipeline. Baltic Creative have ambition to invest in 
Southport and the relationship with the college is hugely important to this 
wants to encourage meaningful engagement between the sectors. 

The agenda item was overrunning at this time, so MB only had opportunity 
to briefly agree with ML’s comments.

Capital Grant Award 2020-21

SW gave an overview of the recently announced opportunity to accept 
£1m accelerated funding from government on top of the £25m TIP 
submission. This grant must be accepted by Sefton Council’s Section 151 
officer (which isn’t case for other options identified)

Two projects proposed are Southport Market and Lord Street lighting 
scheme – both meet the criteria and ability to deliver with certainty within 
financial year (which isn’t case for other options identified).
The Southport Market project is fully designed and costed 1 with “match” 
funding to enable delivery

Lord Street lighting
This would be through working with BID and would be a very impactful 
project and would instil a degree of confidence to investors though 
placemaking – demonstrating that investment in the area is being made 
and encourages others to do so too. It will also  add confidence to bring 
more people into town. 

The Chair noted that the lights is something coming through in the 
consultation and agreed on both projects 

NW agreed with these projects adding that we must take advantage of this 
£1m need to keep waving the flag for Southport

PH asked with regards to the lighting project can we include Chapel street 
as part of the scheme? MC agreed it would be in scope of the project. 
AN requested that the lighting scheme is programmed in order for them to 
fully functional in the winter months and that  repairs are made in the 
summer and with timers so that the lights are not on in daylight hours 
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wasting energy. SW took this on board as a valid point and will be worked 
into the detail of the project. 

SW concluded the discussion that in order to accept the grant for these 
projects the council is seeking support of the board and we will continue to 
provide updates as they progress 

Decision: Unanimous Board support for acceptance of the  t £1m 
accelerated grant and for it to be directed to the Southport Market and 
Lord Street Lighting projects.

46. NEXT STEPS 

SW highlighted that we need to sustain the pace, we will continue to 
provide weekly updates, subcommittees should continue to meet and 
where necessary we will seek feedback outside of the meeting cycle. 

SW thanked the Board for their continued support and input.

47. AOB 

None raised. 

48. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

Tuesday 4th August 2020, 8:30am, (location or online platform to be re-
confirmed nearer the time).


